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Chapter 1799 Holding the sword to the sky to die

Su Hongxiu was not afraid of death.

She really was reluctant to let Wiliam die.

In her heart, Wiliam is a great sage, and it is no problem to call the wind and call
the rain in the future.

So it’s a pity to die here.

However, the people at the scene were calling out, apparently unable to wake
Wiliam.
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The clever Su Hongxiu knewWiliam’s weakness.

She knew that the wind and snow was probably the most important concern for
him in this world.

So, she moved Feng Xue out, looking forward to using Feng Xue’s name to make
Wiliam wake up again.

Wiliam, on the other hand, was still caught in a chaotic consciousness.
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His consciousness seemed to be trapped in a cage, in a dilemma.

He felt that he heard the outside world, but it was very vague, and he couldn’t
hear what the outside world was saying at all.

Not to mention feeling what’s going on outside.

until–
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“Boy, it seems that you are not too much, I am too high.” A strong voice sounded
in his consciousness, like a thunderbolt.

Wiliam’s consciousness jolted, and who was the owner of the voice immediately
rang out.

Soldier Chi You!

Chiyou Remnant Soul actually spoke at this time.

It’s a pity that he was joking, making fun of Wiliam.
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“This enemy is too strong.” Wiliam explained in his consciousness.

Yeah, too strong.

So strong that Wiliam can’t see through the opponent’s limit at all…

How to fight such an enemy?

In the face of absolute strength, any resourcefulness is a cloud.

“The enemy is strong and the enemy is weak, this is the reality. To obey, is to
comply with the will of God. However, if you refuse to obey, you will live to death,
and you will be an unyielding fighting spirit! It is to change your life against the
sky! It’s a lot of fun to fight with the sky.” Chi You, the soldier leader, said so
many words to Wiliam for the first time.

These words, like a heavy hammer, slammed hard on Wiliam’s forehead!

It was like a floodgate was suddenly smashed!

Then the torrents rushed in in an instant!

Wiliam suddenly felt that his consciousness was completely shattered, and he
just had to reunite!

Yup!

Obeying reality is a kind of compromise, it is a kind of nature, and it is the most
human thing.

However, disobeying reality, not believing in fate, and changing fate against the
sky, this is what a real warrior, a real brave man should do!



Of course!

Martial arts practice, forging bones and quenching blood, after all, are the power
of flesh and blood!

And if you want to reach the fairyland, you must have an unyielding heart!

This is what Peach Blossom Lady said before, if you want to change frommartial
arts to seeking fairyland, you must realize the change from jade blood to heart!

After all, to seek a fairyland is to practice the heart!

Funny!

I understand the literal meaning, but the real meaning, I have only now realized.

What’s even more ridiculous is that I actually succumbed to reality, which
obviously violated the essence of indomitable heart.

If it weren’t for Chi You, the leader of the army, I would have continued to sink in
and even lost my life.

“Thank you, I understand.” In Wiliam’s consciousness, he respectfully said such a
word of thanks to Chi You.

“Either I understand or I don’t understand, I will stare at your life.” After Chi You
said these words, there was no more sound.

Wiliam couldn’t help comparing Chi You with his ancestors.

Facing the enemy just now, the ancestor was always too worried about his own
safety, so he told himself not to do stupid things that he knew he couldn’t do.

This is out of a blood-connected concern, and it can be said to be the right choice.

And the soldier Chi You has no blood relationship with him.

Even if he is related by blood, Chi You’s character is destined to choose to go
upstream!

Soldiers are born to be brave warriors, even if the mountains and thorns in front
of them, warriors have no reason to retreat!

The two seniors have different personalities, so their choices are also different.

And now, Wiliam has also made a choice.

Swing this breath, hold the sword and go to the sky to die!



I, Wiliam, have a heart for this, and I will come and take it if I want!

Thinking of this, Wiliam suddenly gained an inexplicable power.

This power does not come from the son, not from the soul.

but from his own heart.

It’s a very wonderful feeling.

According to Wiliam’s knowledge, strength is generally stored in blood, and
strength is stored in bones.

It never occurred to me that a heart would also breed strength!

And this power gave Wiliam a whole new feeling!

How to put it, it’s a completely different feeling from Qi Jin.

Qi Jin makes your body plump and full.

And this kind of power that comes from the heart gives oneself a kind of
invincible calm and self-confidence!

Contrast the two feelings, one is to strengthen the body, the other is to
strengthen the mind!

Is this power?

Did I touch it?

Wiliam had a faint realization in his heart.

If this kind of power does not belong to the realm of martial arts, then it can only
belong to the realm of seeking fairyland!

Have you finally reached the threshold of seeking fairyland?

By the words of the soldier, by the epiphany just now.

With this willpower, Wiliam’s consciousness gradually became clearer.

Some voices from the outside world gradually reached his consciousness.

“Wiliam! Wiliam!”

Someone kept calling Wiliam’s name.



Wiliamqiang regained his strength and wanted to open his eyes.

However, the injury to his body was too serious.

He couldn’t keep his eyes open at all.

“Wiliam! Wake up!”

Calling Wiliam’s name gradually turned into a cry.

It seems that the outside world has become an Asura purgatory, and the people
inside are crying non-stop.

Red, thin, tall buildings and Han Xing’s forgetful people, are they dying?

Gradually, Wiliam’s heart became anxious.

He desperately wanted to open his eyes.

“Metamorphosis! Metamorphosis!” Wiliam kept shouting in his heart.

However, his body was seriously injured, and even the metaplasia was unable to
function normally.

Without the support of metamorphosis, there is no way to repair the body in time,
and it will not be able to wake up normally.

Just when Wiliam was anxious, another voice came from the outside world.

Su Hongxiu!

“White Snow!”

WhenWiliam heard the name, he was refreshed!

The snow is still on the field!

She is still in a coma!

If you can’t wake up all the time, Feng Xue may also die in the west!

Never allow this to happen!

Wiliam thought for a while, and suddenly thought of something!

How could you forget it!



Still not used to…

Don’t you have this stuff yourself?

Thinking of this, Wiliam shouted directly in his mind: “Jiangshan Prayer Seal!”

right!

It is the country prayer seal!

Wiliam’s body can no longer support the operation of metamorphosis, but the
Jiangshan Prayer Seal can!

The Jiangshan Prayer Seal can be said to be a foreign object, without Wiliam’s
body having any power.

As long as Wiliam thought about it, the Jiangshan Prayer Seal could work!

Following his order, the Jiangshan Prayer Seal in his body quickly circulated, and
an aura of azure and blue instantly filled Wiliam’s body!
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